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1. Overview
Thought ies free of the mundane world. It ies free and
ures and fantasies,

onstru ts g-

on epts and illusions. It leads and it misleads. It is in

ex ess of the material, habitual, time-bound world of everyday life. This
to my mind is why Marx adds the se tion on the fetish
ommodity and its se ret to his
of the

hapter, read as a whole, is that the double

modity (the
of the

hara ter of the

hapter on the theory of value. The thesis
hara ter of the

om-

ommodity form of the produ t of labour or the value-form

ommodity) gives rise to a substitution of this for that, as a tual as

it is unreasonable, whi h is dete table by asking after the histori al and
material

onditions of the validity of formulae and expressions of value.

Marx saw

Capital

as a work of s ien e and so do I. Whether good

s ien e or bad s ien e; whether a world histori al event that established a
new s ienti

paradigm or fundamentally

onfused are judgements I leave

to those who see some point in making them. What I think is signi ant
in this

ontext is that s ien e, for Marx, is as mu h a produ t of so ial

onditions as wealth or religion. Classi al politi al e onomy, in his view,
had already attained the status of a s ien e. So ial relations of produ tion
in industrialising Europe had evolved to that point at whi h the
ne essary to put the study of politi al e onomy on a s ienti
been grasped. Given however the
of

on epts

basis had

lass stru ture of these so ieties, the role

lass struggle in pro esses of so ial

hange, and the lo ation of mental

labour within a division of labour separating mental and manual labour,
Marx's persuasion is that the further advan e of this s ien e should take
the form of its

ritique from a standpoint that is for the working

For my part returning to Marx on
to a

lass.

ommodity fetishism is returning

lassi al thinker of the so ial realm whose idea of fetishism has long

stru k me as impli ated in the various ways in whi h the promises of legal
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rights fail those most in need of them.

1

But having been persuaded in the

meantime by Hegel's idea of thought's diale ti al and spe ulative logi al
foundation it is a return in disagreement with Marx's idea that Hegel's
logi al diale ti
that s ienti

stood wrong way up and around. Certainly Marx thought
knowledge was

on eptually mediated and stru tured but

he maintained that what, as independent of su h knowledge founds its
obje tivity, is not the logi al forms whi h stru ture and

ontain human

thinking, but the very nature of things whi h Hegel suspends in the arti e
2
of onstru ting a purely logi al realm.
Quite apart however from the point that Hegel makes no notable

on-

tribution to politi al e onomy, he too is not to be taken whole. If it no
longer makes epistemologi al sense to me to posit a material reality that is
independent of human knowledge of it, I regard Hegel's enthronement of
philosophi al
as a

ons iousness at the very summit of human self-awareness,

on eit. As regards Hegel's idea of a logi

that would repla e meta-

physi s and the means and methods that might a
pra ti altheoreti al task of so doing, it is a

omplish or realise the

on eit to be set aside by

re ourse to mathemati al methods and reasoning, that is to mathematial logi . From the premise then that Hegel's idea of thought's diale ti al
and spe ulative logi al foundation, rid of its philosophi al
gain a basis in

on eit, may

onstru tive mathemati al pra ti e, my question be ame

where Marx's thinking of the fetish

hara ter of the

ommodity, should

be revised. My revisionary intent is to dissolve the opposition he supposes
between ideal and material foundations of thought. The revision of Hegel's
idea removes what I

onsider to be a justied obje tion to his thought that

may well have motivated Marx's turn from it. My motivation for persisting with Marx's idea of the fetish

hara ter of the

ommodity is the belief

that it is a profoundly spe ulative and diale ti al thinking of the so ial
realm. My sense, that in its awed brillian e this idea remains, in some
way,

riti al to thinking the so ial and

ultural dimensions of law, stayed

stubbornly in pla e. But in what way? And how might that be winkled
out of its lair in the

omplex fabri

of Marx's desire,

ommitments and

thought?

1 See generally [Kerruish 1991℄.
2 Referring here to [Hegel 1969℄ at 36; [Hegel 1812℄ at 267. Here, as with itations
to Marx, I

ite the English translation used with its date of publi ation followed by

the German edition used with the original date of publi ation.
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This paper do uments a re-reading of the rst hapter of

Capital

vol. I

that has been made with these questions and aims in view. The following
se tion `Preliminaries' deals sele tively with the rst three se tions of
that

hapter relating them ba k to observations made in the Postfa e to

the se ond edition parti ularly as they
Marx's engagement with

on ern Marx's relation to Hegel.

ommodity fetishism in the nal se tion of his

hapter is too often read in isolation from these earlier se tions. Su h
readings miss the shift from analysis of what the double
the

ommodity

is

to what it

does.

hara ter of

The third se tion of the paper, titled

`The Fetish Chara ter of the Commodity and its Se ret' after the nal
se tion of Marx's

hapter, moves o from this observation, reading Marx

as re-traversing the abstra t theory of the rst three se tions from the
perspe tive of a tion: the a tion, or if you will agen y of forms of value in
per eption and representation, in human eorts at de iphering the ee ts
of their own in ompletely intentional pra ti es.
The nal se tion of the paper, `Religion, S ien e and Ideology' draws
on the reading and

ommentary of the previous se tions to argue that the

famed analogy with religion, the ight to its misty realm to whi h Marx
sees himself obliged, is a disastrous

onsequen e of, on the one hand, his

reje tion of Hegel's idea of thought's logi al foundation and, on the other
a narrative of European so ial, s ienti

and

ultural progress toward

freedom whi h Marx inherited from Hegel and to whi h he trusted the
eman ipatory for e of so ialist revolution.
It will be said, going ba k the

Paris Manus ripts

and the use made

there of a notion of fetishism; or going even further ba k to his Bonn days
3
and the a quaintan e then made with the term, that the analogy with
religion was always the leading idea: that the for ed ight to that misty
realm is all guise and that fetishism here as there is about obje ti ation
as externalisation and alienation of a human essen e. That is the normative or ideologi al reading and I do not argue that Marx is not motivated
by a mighty passion to

hange what he sees as

hanging and

hangeable

in the interest of realising, in this world, his ideal of the so ial as being for
others. What I will argue is that the theoreti al
that

onne ts the fetish hara ter of the

3 Marx

ame a ross de Brosses' Du

hara ter of the insight

ommodity to its double hara ter

ulte des dieux feti hes in the

tensive studies in the history of art and religion in Bonn in 1842. A
the term `Fetis hismus' was

ourse of in-

ording to Pietz

oined by de Brosses [Pietz 1993℄; [Böhme 2001℄.
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is lost to this move, ea ed by what Marx assumes is un hanging and unhangeable: laws of thought that, as some people are still in lined to say,
annot be questioned be ause any (sane/reasonable/rational) questioning
of them would have to use them.
My thesis is that in reje ting Hegel's logi al diale ti , Marx reje ts a
notion of obje tivity, the obje tivity of illusion, whi h he then re-instates
as fetish phenomena. These he names fetishism, via the analogy with
religion and here, I shall argue, he loses an idea, an equivo ation whi h,
if left as an instantiation in the so ial realm of the obje tivity of illusion,
is both relevant and valuable for legal theory. Reje ting Hegel's logi al
diale ti

Marx is disarmed in the fa e of his own per eption of that very

ex ess of thought that haunts logi s of the understanding. What, it seems,
Marx does not suspe t or envisage, is that Hegel's questioning of the
universality of so alled laws of thought is an idea whi h will nd its time
4
in and through a new s ien e of mathemati al logi .
This may seem to leave out of a
thinking by laws of nature and the

ount the role played in Marx's

ontrasting laws of so ial hange whi h

he imagines himself to have dis overed. In part that is the fault of the
attempted brevity of an overview. There is no doubt that Marx's engagement in the early hapters of

Capital

with the logi of a dis ourse, lassi al

politi al e onomy, is marked as a work of nineteenth
hope that will

entury s ien e. I

ome out with the for e proper to it in my reading. But

there is a more substantial reason for taking the issue ba k to the diversity of formal logi al systems whi h have emerged from the mathemati al
approa h to logi . Whereas I

annot imagine that Marx,

ally proje ted into the twentieth

ounterfa tu-

entury, would have reje ted the new

physi s, I doubt that he would have moved from lassi al logi and set
5
theory. Classi al logi is the logi of realist thought, Platonist or materialist. That

annot, I think, be disasso iated from Marx's reje tion, early

and late, of Hegel's logi al diale ti . Logi ally, Marx insists, parti ulars,
whether obje ts or forms, must hold the grammati al pla e of a subje t
to whi h predi ates as ribe properties. Indeed it is thus that Marx sees

4 Su h questioning, it is true, rarely

onne ts to Hegel. It is however part of my

enterprise to make that onne tion.
5 While Alain Badiou in his Being and Event makes no gesture to this aspe t of
Marx's thinking, his re-writing of ZermeloFraenkel set theory as ontology, with its
defen e of

lassi al logi , strikes me as

onsistent with Marx's logi al

lassi ism.
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in expressions of value, the mystifying inversion that he attributes to Hegel's logi . Thus as regards the new logi , my hun h is that he would have
made

ompany with Zermelo and approved putting set theory on an ax-

iomati

basis to blo k the antinomies that emerged within it and whi h,

in their logi al or property theoreti

form, breathe life into Hegel's idea

for a diale ti al and spe ulative logi .
Revisions are always fraught with the risk and subje t to the harge of
having

ut out just that moment in a thinking that makes it memorable.

Where, as here, I am tampering with Marx's idea of material foundations of
a

ons iousness, a justi ation seems to be

annot

alled for. Marx

ept that thought itself is at odds with itself be ause `thought itself ',

for him, is thought that forgets its absolute dependen e on the produ tion and reprodu tion of material life. This absolute is just that whi h is
equivo ated, leadinglymisleadingly by fetish phenomena only then to be
re-instated as `fetishism' by the analogy with religion.
Bitter fruits! I take the view that the history of ideas is a
errors with a dark side of
ileges that

rime that

alls theory to a

omedy of

ount for the priv-

ondition and enable its produ tions and performan es. That

takes me into the ironies, the

on eits, the outrageous happenstan es of

pla e and time in that history, yet with the aim of re uperating obje tive
insights and notions of obje tivity from the present foundational malaise.

2. Preliminaries
The task Marx set himself in the se tion of his
diately pre eding that on

hapter on value imme-

ommodity fetishism, a task never even at-

tempted by bourgeois e onomi s, is to show the origin of the universal
form of value in the simple, isolated or a
versal form has the entire universe of

idental form of value. The uni-

ommodities on the left hand side

of an equation and a universal equivalent on the right. The money-form
of value is not formally dierent from it. It is pre eded by the total or
expanded form of value (z
modity C or =

w

ommodity A =

ommodity D or =

x

u

ommodity B or =

in turn is pre eded by the simple form, 20 yards of linen = 1

5x = 2y. The whole se
form, Marx writes.

6

v

om-

ommodity E or + et ) whi h,
oat; or

ret of the form of value lies hidden in this simple

Its solution is within our rea h, on e we grasp the

6 [Marx 1976℄ at 139; [Marx 1873℄ at 63.
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point that human labour power  reates value, but is not itself value. It

be omes value in its ongealed state in obje tive form (gegenständli her
Form ), and that value an only be expressed as an `obje tivity' (`Gegenständli hkeit '): a thing whi h is materially dierent to the linen itself
and yet

ommon to the linen and all other

ommodities.

7

The analysis of the simple form distinguishes its two `poles', the relative form of value and the equivalent form. Dis ussing various pe uliarities
of the latter, Marx endorses and praises Aristotle's early investigations of
8
the value-form. Aristotle's genius, a ording to Marx, is to have seen the
equality relation in the value expression of
a

ommodities. In parti ular, he

epts the idea that the equation of two dierent

ommodities in the

simple value form (`5 beds = 1 house'), sin e it involves things that are
distin t to the senses, requires a qualitative equation and that this would
not be possible in the la k of an essential identity. There

an be no ex-

hange he [Aristotle℄ says without equality, and no equality without
9
ommensurability.
The Aristotelian assumption of a `third' a
ti al essen e whi h enables the

ommon substan e or iden-

ommensuration of qualitatively unlike

things is not in onsistent with identifying the a t of
the pra ti e of ex hange or

ommensuration in

ounting as equal. These are aspe ts of inquiry

that answer dierent questions. The latter asks after a so ial pra ti e, asks
after what it is that people do and the
some stage or another results in a

onditions of that doing whi h at

on ept of value entering e onomi

dis ourse. That is the perspe tive that Marx defers to the nal se tion
of the

hapter. The former seeks truth

onditions of expressions of equal-

ity. That is the issue here. In this dis ussion Marx, a
for an essential identity as a

Aristotle did not get far with his analysis of value: he
human labour power as the

epting the need

ondition of a valid equation, explains why
ondition of

founded on the labour of slaves and

ould not grasp

ommensurability in a so iety

on luded that the equation

ould

only be something foreign to the true nature of things . . . `a makeshift
10
for pra ti al purposes' .
He la ked, so Marx, a on ept of value, not for

7 Ibid at 142; 656.
8 Ibid at 1512; 734.
9 Ibid at 151; 734.
10 Ibid.
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on ept of human equality was not yet

xed in popular opinion (Volksvorurteil : literally, `popular prejudi e').
The

on ept of value, a

is the same (das

ording to Marx, answers the question What

Glei he ), that is the

ommon substan e whi h, within the

expression of value of the hairs [5 hairs = 1 house℄ the house represents
11
for the hairs?
It is labour, abstra tly on eived as human labour; that
whi h is `really' or `in truth' equal in the relation expressed. It is thus that
the power of abstra tion repla es mi ros opes and hemi al reagents in
12
the analysis of e onomi forms,
if only when so ial onditions permit.
On the other and prior hand,
[l℄abour . . . as the

reator of use-values, as useful labour, is a

ondition of human existen e whi h is independent of all forms
of so iety; it is an eternal natural ne essity whi h mediates the
metabolism between man and nature, and therefore human life
13
itself.
Useful labour, or better labouring, this

on rete, sensuous, pra ti al a -

Capital in the ontext of
14
It gives
unrest (Unruhe ).

tivity, will later in

the labour pro ess, be

a terised as an

the sense in whi h

har-

on rete

useful labour takes the pla e in Marx's thinking of the unrest of thought
at odds with itself in Hegel's: of the restlessness of the negative, in Nan y's
phrase.
This is the sense in whi h Marx's theory of value is a
ory of value and a labour

theory

labour

the-

of value. He assumes, in addition to the

metaphysi s of the equality relation and the
rete, useful labour, the a hieved status of

onditioning prin iple of

on-

lassi al politi al e onomy as a

s ien e whi h investigates the internal framework of bourgeois produ 15
tion relations
and undertakes its ritique. This assumption lo ates him
11 Ibid at 151; 74.
12 Ibid at 90; 12.
13 Ibid at 133; 57.
14 Labour has be ome bound up in its obje t: labour has been obje tied, the
obje t has been worked on. What on the side of the worker appeared in the form of an
unrest now appears, on the side of the produ t in the form of being [Sein ℄ as a xed
immobile

hara teristi . The worker has spun and the produ t is a spinning (ibid at

287: 195). The German `Er hat gesponnen, und das Produkt ist ein Gespinst' plays on
gurative senses of `Gespinst' that take in lying and fabri ating. These senses might
better be aptured for English readers by translating `Gespinst' as `spun yarn'.
15 Ibid at 174 n.34; 95 n.32.
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within an established dis ourse, with its

onventionally established

ate-

gories. He writes, in his Postfa e to the se ond edition of a more rigorous
derivation of value by analysis of the equations in whi h every ex hangevalue is expressed making lear the dis ursive ontext of that analy16
sis.
The aim (and a omplishment) of this opening hapter of Capital is
to revise the

ategorial framework, value, use-value and ex hange-value,

thus their determinations and mutual relations, bringing his approa h and
methods with their impli it

laims, theoreti al and pra ti al/ riti al, to

that task.
Notoriously, in that same Postfa e, Marx writes a striking homage to
Hegel, after for efully de laring his method in its foundations not only
17
dierent from the Hegelian but exa tly opposite to it.
In general it
seems to me that Marx has the idea of identifying the fetish
the

ommodity in order to dispel a mystifying logi

of the

hara ter of

on ept that is

repeated in the value-expression. While the passage that most expli itly
arti ulates this point appears only in an Appendix to the rst edition
whi h was subsequently dropped, the idea of the `inversion' (Verdrehung )
18
of the value-expression is kept.
But the basis of that undertaking is
the analysis of the rst three se tions and that in turn pro eeds from
his de ision to take the individual

ommodity as elementary or

ell form

16 Ibid at 94; 18.
17 Ibid at 102; 27.
18 Ibid at 150, 72 and see further below at p.31. The rst edition passage reads as
follows: This inversion whereby the sensibly- on rete
of the abstra tly-universal, and it is not to the
ounts as property of the

on rete  this inversion

At the same time it renders di ult its

ounts only as appearan e-form

ontrary that the abstra tly-universal
hara terizes the value-expression.

omprehension. If I say: Roman Law and Ger-

man Law are both law, that is obvious. But if I say, on the other hand, the Law (this
abstra t entity) realizes itself in Roman Law and German Law (these
then the

on rete laws),

onne tion be omes mysti al ([Marx 1867℄ at 5657). Compare a younger

Marx's Feuerba hian obje tion to Hegel's `subje t-predi ate inversion' in his Critique
of Hegel's `Philosophy of Right'. Had Hegel started with the real subje ts as the bases

of the state it would not have been ne essary for him to let the state be ome subje tied in a mysti al way. `However the truth of subje tivity' says Hegel, `is attained only
in a subje t, and the truth of personality only in a person'. This too is a mysti ation.
Subje tivity is a
son. Instead of

hara teristi

of subje ts and personality is

hara teristi

of the per-

onsidering them to be predi ates of their subje ts, Hegel makes the

predi ates independent and then lets them be subsequently and mysteriously onverted
into their subje ts ([Marx 1970℄ at 23). Further referen es to this repeated
are given by O'Malley in his Introdu tion at xxxiii.

riti ism
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apitalist so ieties as his `subje t' or

obje t of analysis. It is a de ision, I would say, whi h again ree ting the
omments on Hegel in the Postfa e, answers the question, `With what
should a

riti al s ien e of politi al e onomy begin'.

We should go ba k to the remarkable opening senten e of
The wealth of so ieties in whi h the

apitalist mode of produ tion

prevails appears as a `monstrously immense
modities (ungeheure

Warensammlung )';

ity appears as its elementary form.

Capital.

olle tion of

the individual

om-

ommod-

19

Marx quotes from the opening senten e of his 1859 Zur Kritik der politis hen Ökonomie, where he gives the individual ommodity as  elementaris hes Dasein . His de ision to begin with the ommodity is already
rea hed, presumably as a result of the investigations (18578)

omprising

Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique of Politi al E onomy (Rough
Draft), but the shift from Dasein (existen e) to form attests further de-

the

liberation and the role of a form ontent di hotomy in organising the
20
The individual ommodity, singled out by theoreti al arti e from
text.
the multipli ity, the monstrously immense
whi h the wealth of
tary or

olle tion of

ommodities in

apitalist so ieties appears, and given as elemen-

ell-form of that wealth knots quite some threads together. It is

the

ontent of a de ision or judgement rea hed on the question of beginning. Des ribed as the simplest e onomi
on retum ,21 it is (relatively)
on rete, a parti ular, in

omparison with the universals of its various

attributes use-value, value and ex hange value. As su h, and holding the
pla e in the expressions of value of the (grammati al) subje t, it is the basis of a diale ti

that is `right way up and around'. And, subje t(-matter)

of a work written from a standpoint of viewing the development of the
22
it
e onomi formation of so iety . . . as a pro ess of natural history
holds this formal pla e within a narrative pursuant on Marx's reje tion
19 [Marx 1976℄ at 125; [Marx 1873℄ at 49.
20 Gyorgy Markus argues a partial shift between the

riti al theory of Grundrisse

and Capital ([Markus 1986℄ at 126145, esp. 139f.). While sharing what he terms an
Aristotelian-Hegelian

ontent and form di hotomy, he sees the

the earlier work organised a
to the

ourse of exposition in

ording to the prin iple of as enden e from the abstra t

on rete whereas in Capital it goes a

(142).
21 [Marx 1879℄ at 215.
22 [Marx 1976℄ at 92; [Marx 1873℄ at 16.

ording to that of essen e and appearan e
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of the generi dieren e between logi al and histori al diale ti s armed
23
by Hegel.
The hapter is on the theory of value and involves a ritique
24
of the theory of value in lassi al politi al e onomy.
But it is intended
at, is about, ` ommodity' in a phenomenologi al sense. `Form' here is not
then just a metaphysi al

ategory, determined only by pla e within a set

of abstra t stru tures. It also is more spe i : an appearan e form, an elementary or

ell-form, a natural form, a value form, a form of expression

and more. Content depends on the type of form at issue.
The individual

ommodity will turn out to be

ontradi tory, a thing

with a double hara ter of use-thing and value-thing. As `elementary form'
it has this

ontradi tion within itself, but as `appearan e-form' it is

stituted in its relation to another

relation in the `value-form'. Thus, later, after
hara ter and after a se tion on the dual
ied in

on-

ommodity and the expression of that
onsideration of its dual

hara ter of the labour embod-

ommodities, at the beginning of the se tion `The value-form, or

ex hange-value' we get to the form of

ommodities, the way they appear

in so far as they possess a double form i.e. a natural form and a value
25
form.
But rst of all, as a rst step in the analysis of this subje t,
the

ommodity . . . is an external obje t, a thing whi h through its qual-

ities satises human needs of whatever kind. Tied into ( onditioned) by
the physi al properties of

ommodities, use-values in the form of so iety

onsidered here are also material bearers (Träger ) of  ex hange26
value.

to be

23 Marx's a erbi

insisten e in his `Marginal Notes on Wagner' that he does not

pro eed on the basis of ` on epts' hen e also not from the `value- on ept'  but from
the simplest so ial form in whi h the produ t of labour in

ontemporary so iety man-

ifests itself, and this is as ` ommodity'  ([Marx 1879℄ at 214), as the statement there
that his approa h does not set  `logi al' and `histori al'
at 221) underlines these points.
24 As regards value in general,
guishes expli itly and with a

on epts in

ontrariety (ibid

lassi al politi al e onomy in fa t nowhere distin-

lear awareness between labour as it appears in the value

of a produ t, and the same labour as it appears in the produ t's use-value. Of

ourse

the distin tion is made in pra ti e, sin e labour is treated sometimes from its quantitative aspe t, and at other times qualitatively. But it does not o

ur to the e onomists

that a purely quantitative distin tion between the kinds of labour presupposes their
qualitative unity or equality, and therefore their redu tion to abstra t human labour
([Marx 1976℄ at 173 n.33; [Marx 1873℄ at 94 n.31).
25 [Marx 1976℄ at 138; [Marx 1873℄ at 62.
26 Ibid at 126; 50.
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`Matter'  `stu ', `body', `substratum'  nature's provision to the
wealth of so ieties with its ` oarsely sensuous existen e' tends to be underemphasised in a

ounts of Marx's thinking whi h, quite properly empha-

sise the pra ti al

hara ter of his materialism: the role of so ial pra -

ti es, the situatedness of so ial personae and things within histori ally
developed relations of produ tion, and the integration of politi al
ments, aims and ideals in theoreti al standpoints. Individual

ommit-

ommodities

as use-values and bearers of ex hange-value are physi al things with properties su h as existen e in spa e and time, weight,

hemi al

omposition

that are investigated in mathemati al and natural s ien es. The value of a
ommodity, in Marx's analysis,

annot be

i al or other natural property of the

a geometri al, physi al,

hem-

ommodity. These properties are

relevant only to its use-value. On the other hand, it is just the abstra tion from their use-value, whi h evidently (augens heinli h ) hara terises
27
the ex hange relation of ommodities.
Value pertains to a so ial relation between two dierent

ommodities  `so ial' in the sense that it is

a produ t of human pra ti e.
The pra ti al nature of Marx's materialism with its
do trine of the
ti

on eptually and histori ally mediated

onsequential

hara ter of s ien-

knowledge of these obje ts may be its saving gra e. But this

hapter

is in omprehensible without the theoreti al sense of that ` annot be'. The
sense in whi h use-value is the

ontrary of value and its appearan e form

in bourgeois so iety, ex hange-value, depends on it, as also the distin tion
Marx makes between value and ex hange-value. Politi al e onomy as a s ien e, like mathemati al and natural s ien es, seeks knowledge of laws and
the `obje tivity' of its knowledge rests in laws, but as laws of so ial hange
these are spe ial laws that regulate the origin existen e, development and
death of a given so ial organism and its repla ement by another higher
28
one.
The distin tion made here between laws of nature and laws of politi al e onomy is

riti al to Marx's theory of value in its divergen e from
29
The independent existen e of matter in na-

lassi al politi al e onomy.

ture posited  wrongly to my mind  by Marx against the independen e

27 Ibid at 127; at 512.
28 Ibid at 102; 27, quoting a des ription of whi h Marx approved.
29 Rosa Luxemburg onsiders that a reje tion of an absolute universality inhering
in a natural law perspe tive on s ien e and its laws is
approa h ([Luxemburg 1913℄ at 67f ).

onstitutive of Marx's

riti al
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30
that Hegel vests in the form of the logi al Notion,
distinguishes their
ideas of `foundation'. The various se rets, puzzles and mysteries that a ompany the value-form of the

ommodity or the

ommodity form of the

produ t of labour are foundational questions, questions basi ally of the
`obje tivity' of the value of

ommodities.

By undertaking the task with whi h I began these preliminaries, that
of showing the simple value-form to be the origin of the money-form,
Marx

onfronts himself with a problem of equality relations: a problem of

the dieren e or sameness of equality and identity whi h, in the work of
Gottlob Frege, will write its own

hapter in the history of symboli

logi

and the foundations of arithmeti . But the emergen e of that problem
lies in the future and indeed in a purely formal s ien e. The problem as
Marx states it at the beginning of the se tion on the value-form,
the obje tivity of the value of

Waren ).

ommodities (Wertgegenständli

on erns

hkeit der

It diers from Dame Qui kly `in the sense that one does not
31
Not an atom of matter enters it and while,

know where to have it' .

as Marx bids his reader re all,

ommodities possess this obje tivity only

in so far as they are expressions of abstra t human labour so that, being
purely so ial in

hara ter, it

an only appear in a so ial relation between

ommodities, this is merely a re-statement of the problem: a summary
statement whi h

alls for analysis of the value-form and its se ret.

This se ret, that whi h is hidden in the value-relation between two
ommodities, is fairly qui kly aired, rst through Marx's analysis but
then with evident paradox by the

ommodity, the value of whi h is being

expressed. The linen in asso iation with the

oat

reveals its thoughts in a language with whi h it alone is familiar,
the language of

ommodities. In order to tell us that labour

re-

ates its own value in its abstra t quality of being human labour,
it says that the
value,

oat, in so far as it

ounts as its equal, i.e. is

onsists of the same labour as it does itself. In order to

inform us that its sublime obje tivity as a value diers from its
sti and star hy existen e as a body, it says that value has the
appearan e of a

oat, and therefore that in so far as the linen
32
oat are as like as two peas.

itself is a value-thing, it and the

30 [Hegel 1969℄ at 586; [Hegel 1816℄ at 18; and see [Kerruish 2006℄ at 41.
31 Ibid at 138; 62.
32 Ibid at 667; 1434.
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ome and the thread of

ontinuity between

the rst three and the last se tions whi h, not without ground, is so
regularly severed. For if Marx will have it that, if one is investigating the
produ tion of value, there is nothing mysterious in having to onsider the
human labour power expended in tailoring and in weaving in terms of their
general hara teristi of being human labour, the `inversion' (Verdrehung )
that prompts him to begin the se tion on

ommodity fetishism with the

mysti al, magi al dan e of a table, is stated in more or less the same
breath: in the value expression of the ommodity, the matter is stood on
die Sa he verdreht ).33 It is at this point in his text that

its head (wird

the dis ussion of Aristotle is

alled in aid.

Two se rets or one? And to what extent is it or are they phantoms
of Marx's persuasion that the sought after obje tivity exists? Or if not
that, are they produ ts of a set of metaphysi al persuasions that will not
leave su h obje tivity where it is, in a form of expression, in language or
in the thought expressed in the formula? Or, as I am suggesting, does the
se ret have a parallel in the enigmati

behaviour of signs whi h suddenly

display their own selves when they are ombined by means of the sign for
34
identity of ontent.
The rst question should not detain us. Resolving
this problem of the obje tivity of the value of

ommodities goes through

the brea h of an `inversion'. It is to Althusser's

redit that he inveighed

against the ambiguities of this term and too hasty investments in the
35
rapidly written lines of the Postfa e to the se ond edition of Capital.
I would redes ribe to say that Marx onfronts a ertain `obje tivity of
36
It is an obje tivity that is onstituted in the ash of an eye: in

illusion'.

33 Ibid at 150, 72.
34 [Frege 1879℄ at 20.
35 [Althusser 1967℄ at 17. I am also sympatheti
used it, `inversion' is a word la king a
early, with his

to his suggestion that, as Marx

on ept. But I part

ompany with Althusser

laim that the term holds the pla e of an absent question of the spe i

dieren e between Marxist and Hegelian diale ti , not be ause I suppose that Marx
was fully aware of what he was doing theoreti ally, rather more be ause I nd the
terms `Marxist', `Hegelian' and `diale ti ' too fuzzy to yield a `spe i

dieren e' with

substantial theoreti al ontent ( f. [Althusser and Balibar 1970℄ at 32f.).
36 The phrase is taken from Hegel's homage to Kant's re uperation of diale ti
as a ne essary fun tion of reason in the Introdu tion to his S ien e of Logi . Hegel
writes of the  obje tivity of the illusion and the ne essity of the

ontradi tion whi h

belongs to the nature of thought determinations ([Hegel 1969℄ at 56; [Hegel 1812℄ at
54). See further [Kerruish 2006℄ at 30.
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just that abstra tion from their use-value, whi h evidently (augens heinli h ) hara terises the ex hange relation of ommodities. 37 Its se ret, to
my mind, has gained a laboratory in the very strange universe of mathemati al logi , a universe so strange as to be devoid of and appli able to
that stu, body, substratum whi h Marx will have it is being abstra ted
from, whi h he en ases and en loses in `nature' and, dierently, in the
on ept of value.
As I have said, for Marx, the solution to the se ret of the simple
form of value is within rea h on e it is grasped that human labour power
reates value but is not itself value. Does the puzzle or riddle of money

(Geldrätsel ) disappear then, as promised, when the tra e

onne ting the

simple form to the dazzling money form has been dete ted and the
38
forms of expression of value analysed?
Not entirely: the analysis shows,
so Marx, that the money form of value is not formally dierent to the
universal form. Gold takes the pla e of linen as universal equivalent. The
advan e

onsists only in that the form of dire t and universal ex hange-

ability, in other words, the universal equivalent form, has now by so ial
ustom nally be ome entwined with the spe i natural form of the om39
The signi ant transformations are between the simple,
40
total or expanded, and universal forms.
But a formal analysis of what
modity gold.

the double form of the
a

ount of what it

the double

does

ommodity

is,

in a so ial theory yet la ks an

and why it does it. These transformations and

hara ter of the

ommodity and of the labour embodied in it

will now be re-traversed, re- overed, from the perspe tive of its `a tivity':
the perspe tive of pra ti e, based for Marx on what people do, how they
per eive the produ ts of that doing and, if they are politi al e onomists,
represent it.

37 [Marx 1976℄ at 127; [Marx 1873℄ at 512.
38 Ibid at 139; 62. The Fowkes' translation of `puzzle' or `riddle' as of the `se ret'
to be onsidered shortly as `mystery' doesn't allow for the sense of this question.
39 Ibid at 162: 84.

40 The last, the transformation to the universal form brings, for Marx, a simpliation and uni ation (ibid at 79: 157). Constru ted by a totalisation over a potentially
innite series of value relations,

onstitutive of the universe of

ommodities through

the ex lusion of one of their party to serve as their universal equivalent, it represents
yet another mode of abstra tion: one that seems lately to be taken as some kind of
original sin.
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3. `The Fetish Chara ter of the Commodity and its Se ret'
The value-form of the

ommodity or the

ommodity form of the produ t

of labour: Marx treats them as synonymous in his Prefa e to the rst
edition of

Capital.

the double

The dieren e is modal, a shift from analysis of what

hara ter of the

ommodity is and its origin in the simple

value-form to what it does. It is a dieren e neither in the subje t of the
hapter (the

ommodity) nor its topi

of exposition that

(the theory of value), only an order

ould have been otherwise. Still, it should

surprise, that the latter perspe tive will provide the o

ome as no

asion for a greater

emphasis on the pra ti al dimensions of Marx's thinking.
The se tion is written in a single pie e, without subdivision, but it
also, more or less systemati ally, shifts in endeavour. It rst des ribes and
names the phenomenon, then explains it, then seeks to dispel it, then addresses itself to bourgeois politi al e onomy in the form of a

ritique of its

theory of value. Value and values are bewilderers, in omprehensible, without paying attention to that whi h, through their forms they themselves
on eal.
Whi h is not to say that this text is not itself bewildering! I think it
is

lear that Marx regards the fetish

a tual so ial phenomenon of

hara ter of the

ommodity as an

ommodity produ ing so ieties within whi h

apitalist produ tion is dominant. It shall disappear with the disappearan e of

apitalist so ial relations. His explanation of why this is so is

also relatively

lear: it is a phenomenon of so ial relations of

ommodity

produ tion within whi h produ ers labour in private, en losed from and
independently of other produ ers.
I say relatively

lear be ause the notions of `private' and `so ial' are

very thin or abstra t here. What, as a matter of the method of politi al
41
e onomy has been presupposed, the subje t, so iety,
is given a few
41 As stated in the 1857 Introdu tion to the Grundrisse, the method of politi al
e onomy presupposes the subje t, so iety ([Marx 1973℄ at 1012; [Marx 18571858℄
at 212). This follows an a
thought that is a

ount of the reprodu tion of the

omplished by Hegelian diale ti

nature of reality into whi h that very a

on rete by way of

and the illusion as regards the

omplishment, so Marx, lead Hegel. Marx

appears to have had se ond thoughts as to the methodologi al ree tions of this Introdu tion and probably intended the (1859) Prefa e to Zur Kritik der politis hen
Ökonomie to take their pla e ([Marx 1859℄ at LIII). Certainly it is this later formula-

tion of his foundation that he repeats in Capital ([Marx 1976℄ at 175 n.35; [Marx 1873℄
at 96 n.33). I don't see that either this or the partial shift between Grundrisse and
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bare determinants here: just a few initial pen strokes. It is
by a spontaneously arisen or naturally grown (naturwü

hara terised

hsig )42

division of labour whi h assigns to individual useful labours a

so ial

hara ter

as heterogenous types of useful labour. The `private' is sket hed only in
terms of mutual independen e and isolation of the a ts of labour. Within
these sparse determinants, the

ontention is that the so ial

hara ter of

produ tion, while in itself unproblemati and present as soon as humans
43
work for ea h other in any way,
is in reasingly disguised in the ourse
of history, rea hing an apogee in
It is also

apitalist so ial formations.

lear that for Marx the mysti al

hara ter of the

ommodity

omes neither from its use-value nor from the nature of the determinants
of value: useful work, time and so ial relations between humans working
for ea h other. It

omes from the form of the

ommodity with its double

hara ter as use-value and value. Within this form the equality of human labour, time (duration) as the measure of the expenditure of human
labour, and so ial relations between produ ers all re eive doubles. The
problems already begin in trying to de ipher the double of the equality
of human labour.
Die Glei hheit der mens hli hen Arbeiten erhält die sa hli he
Form der glei hen Wertgegenständli hkeit der Arbeitsprodukte
44
...
The thought here, better

aptured in the Moore and Aveling translation,

is to set up the equality of produ ts of labour in their all being, indisriminately, values, as the double. Words have a hard time getting at

Doppelgänger !

The mysterious

hara ter of the

ommodity form

onsists sim-

ply therein, that it mirrors ba k to humans the so ial
of their own labour as the obje tive

hara ter

hara ter of their very own

Capital dis harges the presupposition in question, although perhaps it should not be

nominated as `subje t'.
42 [Marx 1976℄ at 166; [Marx 1873℄ at 87.
43 Ibid at 164; 86.

44 [Marx 1873℄ at 86. Rendered by Fowkes as: The equality of the kinds of human
labour takes on a physi al form in the equal obje tivity of the produ ts of labour as
values (at 164); and by Moore and Aveling as The equality of all sorts of human labour
is expressed obje tively by their produ ts all being equally values ([Marx 1889℄ at 42);
I would translate The equality of human labours gains the fa tual form of the produ ts
of work being all equally values.
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produ ts of labour, as so ial, natural-properties of these things,
and thereby also the so ial relation of the produ ers to the sum
total of labour as a so ial relation between obje ts, existing externally to them. Through this substitution (Quidproquo ) produ ts
of work be ome
45
things
So, a substitution, a

ommodities, sensuous supersensuous or so ial

onstitutive substitution, worked by the

ity form, ex hanges the so ial
with the

ommod-

hara ter of that whi h produ es value

hara ter of that whi h is produ ed, values. The substitution is

lo ated in per eption. Thereby the produ ts of labour be ome
ties: things of a strange kind. The so ial

ommodi-

hara ter of labour, that is its

hara ter as labouring for others be omes the so ial

hara ter of things,

their being for ea h other. It would be like the me hani al opti s of vision were one dealing with physi al phenomena, but that is not the
The

ase.

ommodity-form and the value-relation of produ ts of labour within

whi h it appears, has absolutely nothing to do with the physi al hara ter
of those produ ts of labour and their relations as things. (Here is that ash
of the eye, the abstra tion whi h `evidently'
relation of

hara terises the ex hange

ommodities.) In its very dupli ity, the

ommodity form plays

up, plays tri ks, so that denite so ial relations between humans themselves . . . assumes here, for them, the bizarre (phantasmagoris
46

h)

form

of a relation between things.

In order therefore to nd an analogy we must take ight into
the misty realm of religion. There the produ ts of the human
brain appear as autonomous gures endowed with a life of their
own, whi h enter into relations with ea h other and with the
human ra e. So it is in the world of
u t of men's hands. I

ommodities with the prod-

all this the fetishism whi h atta hes it-

self to the produ ts of labour as soon as they are produ ed as
ommodities and is therefore inseparable from the produ tion of
47
ommodities.
What Marx does here is name the phenomenon with a term
olonising Europe to

oined in

hara terise the superstitions of primitive peoples.

I suppose he is using the analogy and name to tell against the
45 [Marx 1976℄ at 1645; [Marx 1873℄ at 86.
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid.

on eit
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of enlightened bourgeois Europe, to hoist it on its own petard. But the
hoist is the petard: a do trine of histori al progression of in reasingly
ivilised religious beliefs whi h go hand in hand with e onomi , s ienti
and politi al progress. Marx adheres to and propagates this narrative,
lo ating the promise of so ialist revolution within it.
It is a move that ts that narrative and it is a narrative that was and
is used to justify

rime. Is it further imposed by the narrative? Here there

are other questions that press. Why the shift to analogy? When e the
therefore that instru ts the ight? Be ause the opti al analogy founders
on the absen e of light being transmitted from one physi al obje t to
another? But this must be a feint! Or, if this bizarre appearan e is the
trammel of ex hange-value as merely appearan e-form, not its own ontent ,48 what or where is the, or is there a form that is its own ontent?
I take these questions up against a pretty obvious sense, not unrelated
to the polemi al intention mentioned, in whi h the analogy

is

imposed

by the narrative. The shift to analogy is for ed by Marx's lo ation of
the substitution in per eption and the metaphor of mirroring
the fun tion of the

ommodity form. Marx sees himself as

overing

onfronted by

that inversion (Verdrehung ) in the forms of expression of value, as fa ing a
brea h of

sense worked by these forms whi

h he relates to an `inverted' and

mysti al logi . The sight analogy ts the lo ation (partially, but then it is
only an analogy) but, given the
a

laim that the abstra tion involved works

omplete divor e from the physi ality of labour produ ts, it is bound to

fail. It fun tions only to instru t the ight to the misty realms of religion,
to ground the `therefore' and then on the supposition that there are just
two possible realms where an analogy may be found: physi al/neurologi al
49
and spiritual. And metaphysi al/logi al?
The form that is its own ontent is Marx's

on ept of value and that there might be questions of

on ept formation going to Aristotle's approa h to equality relations or
indeed to a singular

anon of

lassi al logi
50

onsisting in some so

alled

ineable `laws of thought' is ex luded.

48 [Marx 1879℄ at 215.
49 I do not suggest this is the only other possibility. The psy hoanalyti
priation of fetishism is an obvious further

appro-

andidate. My suggestion is dire ted by my

interest and endeavour.
50 There is nothing in any of Marx's writings to justify burdening him with the
absurd do trine that the law of non- ontradi tion is invalid ([Callini os 1983℄ at 54).
Alas and that on many fronts!
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It is not that all is lost from this point. The paragraph ends and
the text shifts into a se ond phase, explaining what has been identied
or at least named, by taking up, not the double form of the
but that of the labour embodied in
se ond se tion of the

ommodity

ommodities. It re urs ba k to the

hapter, to the point whi h Marx has introdu ed

into politi al e onomy. On the one hand the use-values of
ome from diverse, heterogeneous

ommodities

on rete labour embodied in them. On

the other, as values, their substan e is the same: equal, or abstra t human
labour; labour redu ed by a so ial pro ess that goes on behind the ba ks
51
of the produ ers
to the expenditure of simple labour power.
The fetish atta hing to

tümli hen ) so

ommodities arises from the pe uliar (eigen-

ial hara ter of the labour that produ es them. The signif-

i an e of pra ti es of ex hange as that point at whi h produ ers labouring
in private
so ial
of that

ome into

onta t with ea h other is brought into relief. The

hara ter of their private labours only appears within the

ontext

onta t.

To the produ ers, therefore, the so ial relations between their
private labours appear as what they are, i.e. they do not appear as
dire t so ial relations between persons in their work, but rather as
material [dingli

h℄

relations between persons and so ial relations

52
between things.
No illusions then? The bizarre appearan e turns out, to use an Hegelian
phrasing, to be the truth of so ial relations of produ tion under

onditions

of private ownership of the means of produ tion? I leave this run. Hegel
is no politi al e onomist.
The text

ontinues into a play of forms and pro esses of abstra tion

through whi h Marx on eptualises and represents how this state of aairs
omes into being: ex hange of

ommodities, its deepening and extension

over a period of time to a point where useful things are produ ed for
the purpose of ex hange, and the ee t of this moment in history on
the labour of the individual produ er. From this moment on the labour
of the individual produ er a quires a twofold so ial
element in an originally natural but in reasingly

hara ter. As an

omplex so ial division

of labour, that labour must hold its pla e within this totality, by being
on rete useful labour that satises denite so ial needs. But this it
51 Ibid at 135; 59.
52 Ibid at 16566; 87.

an
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do, only insofar as every parti ular kind of useful, private labour

an

be ex hanged with i.e. ounts as the equal of every other kind of useful
53
private labour.
Then on through the abstra tion that onstitutes the
equality of
in the

ompletely dierent labours, over the role of so ial pra ti es
54
onstitution of ideas
and ba k to a somewhat more determined

representation of so ial pro esses going on behind the ba ks of intending
individuals. The paragraph renders the transformation of the expanded
to the universal form of value in less formal terms, renders the formulae
of the previous se tion into a language of so ial theory. Its immediate
destination is a

riti al point.

Men do not therefore bring the produ ts of their labour into
relation with ea h other as values be ause they see these obje ts merely as the material integuments of homogeneous human
labour. The reverse is true; by equating their dierent produ ts
to ea h other in ex hange as values they equate their dierent
kinds of labour as human labour. They do not know it, but they
55
do it.
Intentionality and its in ompleteness, the gap between a tual and intended results of human a tion, between purposive human pra ti es and
56
It is the o asion for the so ial thetheir so ial ee ts enters the text.
orist or s ientist to intervene and say what has happened.
Value, therefore, does not have its des ription branded on its forehead; but rather transforms every produ t of labour into a so ial
hieroglyphi . Later on, humans try to de ipher the hieroglyphi ,
53 Ibid.
54 I am
labours,

ondensing an already dense text: Equality of

an only

ompletely dierent

onsist (bestehen ) in an abstra tion from their real inequality, in

the redu tion to the

ommon

hara teristi

whi h they have as the expenditure of hu-

man labour power, human labour in the abstra t. The private produ er's brain ree ts
this twofold so ial

hara ter of his labour only in the forms whi h appear in pra ti al

inter ourse, in the ex hange of produ ts (ibid). Glei hheit toto

oelo vers hiedener

Arbeiten kann nur in einer Abstraktion von ihrer wirkli hen Unglei hheit bestehn . . . .
It is not

lear to me whether toto

oelo, meaning fully or

ompletely, qualies `equal-

ity' as in the Fowkes translation, or `dierent labours' as I have rendered it. Equality
in the full sense would indeed be identity.
55 Ibid at 166; 88.
56 Cf. [Markus 1986℄ at 6f, oupling this with obje tivation (Vergegenständlihung ) as basi

to Marx's idea of so ial theory.
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to get behind the se ret of their own so ial produ t: for the
a teristi

har-

whi h obje ts of utility have of being values is as mu h

their so ial produ t as is their language. The belated s ienti

dis-

overy that the produ ts of labour, in so far as they are values, are
merely the material expressions of the human labour expended
to produ e them, marks an epo h in the history of mankind's
development, but by no means banishes the semblan e of obje tivity (gegenständli
by the so ial

hen S hein ) [obje tual appearan e℄ possessed
57
hara teristi s of labour.

What term, thing or obje t does have its des ription branded on its
forehead? What doesn't have the

hara ter of hieroglyph? That must be

a question. The `therefore' however relates the thought here to the inomplete intentionality of human pra ti es of produ tion and ex hange
of

ommodities and the di ulties, after the event, after use-obje ts have

be ome values, of de iphering what unbeknown to themselves they have
done. Certainly, for Marx, a labour theory of value is indispensable to
that task. As itself a produ t of denite so ial

onditions, it tells of a

progressively developing awareness. But theory does not
omprehends merely in

omprehending it. The

hange what it

ontinuation of the para-

graph now gets ba k to the spe i ity of value implied at the beginning.
While the obje tual appearan e of so ial labour, like the
position of the earth's atmosphere is not

hemi al

om-

hanged by its valid s ienti

analysis, it should not be forgotten that this analysis, unlike

hemi al

analysis, is valid only for the parti ular so ial formation within whi h
labour produ ts be ome

ommodities. It is again a

riti al point. Marx

is distinguishing between the universality of the valid statements of geometry, physi s,

hemistry et . and the parti ularity to a given so ial

formation of those of politi al e onomy.
For all that is problemati

here, I wish to keep a fo us on the obje -

tual appearan e that Marx is (and I am) struggling with. It is not the
`obje tivity of illusion' (Objektivität

as I

des S heins ).

It has the sense, as far

an grasp it, of `appearing to have the properties of a sensible obje t'.

It is an appearan e that goes through, happens on a

proquo.

The `obje tivity' of s ienti

ount of the

Quid-

knowledge on the other hand, has a

dierent sense, one that refers ba k to the mode of s ienti
sion and is intended in `the obje tivity of illusion'. It has a
57 [Marx 1976℄ at 167; [Marx 1873℄ at 88.

omprehenonnotation of
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value or validity tied to its being (taken as) a form of knowledge of laws
governing the realm of inquiry or, as I would prefer, of ines apability. The
obje tivity of the value of

ommodities plays between these senses: one

does not know where to have it.
Following a paragraph

overing a shift from quantitative to qualita-

tive stabilisation of value in broadly so io-histori al terms whi h, en route
to lo ating the obje tivity of the value of

ommodities in the so ially ne -

essary labour time for their produ tion asserting itself as a regulative law
58
of nature,
expli itly arti ulates Marx's a usation of things ontrolling
people rather than people

ontrolling things, the text shifts again from

the phenomenon and its explanation to representation of the phenomenon
in politi al e onomy and theories of value.
Politi al e onomy, a
theory of e onomi

ording to Marx,

an avoid being misled in the

value even while the so ial

onditions giving rise to

the fetish prevail. Obje ts of utility be ome values within a so ial and
histori al pro ess. But,
[r℄ee tion on the forms of human life, hen e also the s ienti
analysis of those forms, takes a

ourse dire tly opposite to their

real development. Ree tion begins

post festum

and therefore

with the results of the pro ess of development ready to hand.
The forms whi h stamp produ ts as

ommodities and whi h are

therefore the preliminary requirements for the

ir ulation of

om-

modities already possess the xed quality of natural forms of
so ial life before man seeks to give an a

ount not of their his-

tori al

hara ter, for in his eyes they are immutable, but of their
59
ontent.

It will shortly be ome

lear that the plea that Marx makes in this passage

for an histori al approa h as antidote to forgetting histori al pro esses of
60
also observes the syn hroni organisation of the ategories
be oming,
of a s ien e. The observation on forms stamping produ ts of labour as
ommodities misre ognised as having the xed quality of natural forms
of so ial life is this forgetting. It anti ipates the spe i

riti ism of

58 Ibid at 168; 89.
59 Ibid at 168; 8990.
60 Cf. [Marx 1973℄ at 85; [Marx 18571858℄ at 7: The whole profundity of those
modern e onomists who demonstrate the eternity and harmoniousness of existing so ial
relations lies in this forgetting.
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lassi al politi al e onomy, namely that it assumes

apitalist produ tion

to be a natural, normal form of so ial organisation.
The whole mystery of the form of value, Marx has said, lies hidden
in the simple form of value. But it is the nished (fertige ) form, he now
adds, the money form, whi h both gives
values and does the work of

ommodities the

on ealment of the so ial

hara ter of

hara ter of private

labour and the so ial relations between produ ers, by making them ap61
pear as relations between things, instead of revealing them plainly.
And
yet, as noted, a few pages ba k, in the

ontext of his explanation of the

phenomenon, Marx has said, [t℄o the produ ers, . . . the so ial relations
between private labours

appear as what they are

(my emphasis).

This is the question of illusion (or not) that I let run. I do not think
that Marx is

ontradi ting himself but there is slippage. The money-form

is that whi h

on eals and that

things plainly is

say is that the money-form
hara ter of

it

should have the

apa ity to reveal

ounterfa tually intended. What I think Marx wants to

qua

universal form of value,

ommodities as values and

ver rather than

merely

on a

onstitutes the

ount of gold or sil-

oats or boots serving as the universal equivalent  a

ontingent matter without formal theoreti al signi an e 
so ial

on eals the

hara ter of the labour and the so ial relations between produ -

ers. Marx draws here on his earlier analysis. He also assumes that the
money-form bedazzles. The absurdity of saying that
the universal in arnation of abstra t labour, he
is the dazzling money-form that

oats or boots are

laims, is self-evident. It

on eals this absurdity. But there are

several layers to `this absurdity' and it is here that there is slippage. That
this absurdity is no error of judgement on the part of those to whom it
appears is the earlier point. The situation is one in whi h produ ers are
ruled by their produ t. It is both a tual and unreasonable. That it gives
rise to appearan e forms whi h substitute the properties of produ ts of
labour for the

hara ter of the labour pro ess whi h produ es them is

also a tual. These forms are themselves produ ts of the relations of produ tion that obtain. Is the substitution itself unreasonable? As the fetish
hara ter of

ommodities it is phenomenal: the earlier point. As fetishism

it is pejoratively

onnoted as unreasonable, perverse. Something further

is involved: a pra ti e or representation that, at least, fails to grasp, is

61 [Marx 1976℄ at 169; [Marx 1873℄ at 89.
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tri ked by, falls prey to the dynami

and thus

That the material
ertain

of essen e and appearan e involved

onstitutes a for e against a possible, reasonable future.
onditions of all this are alterable; that indeed a

ompletion of a phase of histori al development rea hed with the

emergen e of the universal form of value, both satises a
so ial revolution

and

ondition for

obs ures the possibility of revolution, are all now

in issue. The normativity indi ated stems from Marx's judgement that
it is unreasonable that produ ers be ruled by their produ t. It gains its
point from his

onvi tion that this

an be

hanged. It makes a demand on

theory to distinguish what is a tual from what is reasonable and thus to
ontribute to making what is reasonable, a tual. An explanation is also
emerging: politi al e onomy is
forms whi h

aught, retarded in failure to see that the

onstitute obje ts as

ommodities are relative to a parti ular

so ial formation.
Su h is the hara ter atta hed to the ategories of politi al e onomy.
62
That is the generalisation to whi h Marx moves.
Later, he will spe ify
the question whi h the politi al e onomists failed to ask. My reservations
here go to the money form as the nished form of the world of
modities. When is a form  a
 nished or

ompleted? One

with the experien e of
di ted

hange in

ollapse,

om-

ategory, an institution, a shape of life
an only say, it seems to me,

post festum,

ontradi tion, sudden insight or unpre-

onditions that engenders uproar,

risis, new horizons or

ir umstan es. Yet there is also a great insight. What is new to

apitalist

so iety is that the disguise of universality has fallen over the parti ularity
of

apitalist produ tion relations themselves. So and even so, it is just

with the emergen e of universal forms of produ tion relations that politial e onomy

omes onto the s ene as a s ien e. The

ategories or

on epts

onstituting it as su h be ome thinkable. They are true to (so ially valid
63
and therefore obje tive (objektiv ) thought-forms of )
the relations of
produ tion of this pla e and time: appropriate to the s ienti

analysis of

apitalist but not all so ial formations. They appear as universal, unlimited in their appli ability, but they are not.
The disguise of universality is only the more di ult to see through
in the thought it enables. In order to dispel its magi
(Zauber

und Spuk )

and ne roman y

Marx moves to a representation of four modes of pro-

62 Ibid, at 169; 90.
63 Ibid.
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64
du tion.
In a following paragraph, within a narrative of progression
from unfreedom to freedom and from a supposed portent of in reasingly
powerful means and enri hing modes of produ tion, Marx assigns various religious ree tions of the real world to their
formations and

orresponding so ial

on ludes:

The shape of the so ial life-pro ess, that is, of the material proess of produ tion, will only shed its mysti al veil of mist, when,
as the produ t of freely asso iated humans, it stands under their
ons ious and planned

ontrol. That, however, requires a material

foundation of the so iety or a series of material

onditions of exis-

ten e, whi h are themselves, again, the naturally grown produ t
65
of a long and tormented histori al development.
Pla ed into the grammati al subje t position, the shape (die

Gestalt )

of

the material pro ess of produ tion is given a self-revealing potentiality,
the a tualisation or realisation of whi h is deferred to the a tivity of
(some) humans, produ ers who will

onstitute themselves as revolutionary

subje ts. In an envisioned new sovereignty, the in omplete intentionality
of human a tion should disappear from the realm of ne essity.
The text moves ba k at this point to politi al e onomy and the question that separates it from Marx's
has un overed the

ontent

ritique. Politi al e onomy, he writes,

on ealed in these forms [of value and

its magnitude℄. But it has never on e asked the question why this
ontent has assumed that parti ular form, that is to say, why
labour is expressed in value, and why the measurement of labour
by its duration is expressed in the magnitude of the value of the
produ t. These formulas, whi h bear the unmistakable stamp of
belonging to so ial formations in whi h the pro ess of produ tion
has mastery over man, instead of the opposite, appear to the
politi al e onomists' bourgeois
64 Crusonade, feudal,
intended essen es: the

ons iousness to be as mu h a

ommunal peasant and

ommunist. They have distin tive

lassi al liberal individualism of the Crusonade narrative, the hi-

erar hy of feudal relations of personal dependen e, the patriar hy of the peasant family
and the transparent relations of produ tion and distribution in an imagined asso iation (Verein ) of free humans, working with the means of produ tion held in

ommon,

and expending their many dierent forms of labour power in full self-awareness as one
single so ial labour for e (ibid at 171; 92).
65 Ibid at 173; 94.
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self-evident and nature-imposed ne essity as produ tive labour
66
itself.
Marx's question is a demand on theory to grasp

ontent revealed and

on ealed in expressions. What stands before or behind it is the way in
whi h Marx has sought to meet that demand in the pre eding body of
the

hapter. What is presented is an answer to the question of why polit-

i al e onomy, even at its best, has
this is a move that is

hara teristi

not

asked Marx's question. No doubt

of

ritique. Nor should it be forgot-

ten that, although the analysis of the dis ourse of politi al e onomy that
might support Marx's

ontention is not before the reader, Marx has been

working the ar hives of politi al e onomy for over twenty years: a labour
that may well be des ribed as a labour of love. Three long footnotes appended to the paragraph may serve as su h a reminder. Perhaps a residing
unease with this answer should be put to the limitations of
perhaps it is the

ritique. Or

ategory or notion within whi h it is formulated, namely

self-evident, nature-imposed ne essity that provokes dissent.
Withal, nally, remarkably, in still another attempt to
his idea, Marx has

ommuni ate

ommodities re-take the stage to speak their own

se ret. They take the stage as self-aware and arti ulate subje ts, gaily
poking fun at the e onomists they mislead. Not use-values but ex hange
values are what they are about, how they relate to ea h other, what they
intend.
Our use-value may interest men, but it does not belong to us as

things (Dingen ). What belongs to us as things however is our
value. Our own inter ourse as

ommodities proves it. We relate
67

to ea h other merely as ex hange-values.

4. Religion, S ien e, Ideology
It may not seem like mu h of a se ret. It may, for those for whom there is
no stu and matter only only signs and symbols, tell only of a Marx aught
in his own illusion. The se ret
is or

an be taken as a `thing'.

ness of

on erns things and anything, everything
68
But then the parti ular, pe uliar thing-

ommodities is what is at stake.

66 Ibid at 1745; 945.
67 Ibid at 1767: 97.
68 Cp. [Nan y 1993℄ at 16788.
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ommodities as use-values that are bearers of value

are produ ts of humans labouring in bourgeois so iety.
What

ommodities, these sensuous-supersensuous or so ial things,

would say of themselves, were it the
liarly so ial

hara teristi

them say. His

ase that they had that other pe u-

of humans, namely language, is what Marx has

ritique is of politi al e onomy, but the metaphysi al and

theologi al subtleties of the thing-ness of

ommodities

on ern substan e

and subje t in a thinking that is also a thinking of ne essity and freedom.
[E℄verything turns on grasping the True not only as

Substan e

but

also as Subje t , Hegel wrote in the Prefa e to his Phenomenology of
Spirit.69 For Marx, substan e be ome subje t is ensouled ommodities.
Su h a portrayal works a

redu tio ad absurdum

of Hegel's standpoint,

but not as an argument that dangles in mid-air. Ensouled

ommodities

speaking out their own hara ter or identity is the ins enation of an idea it
is written against and in that sense

ould not have been written without.

It is by all means a remarkable s ene and its
tation to

ompare what

the e onomists

ontinuation, the invi-

ommodities would say of themselves with what

ited as speaking out of the soul of the

ommodity say

of them, is remarkably ambiguous, indeed paradoxi al.
Value (ex hange value) is a property of things, ri hes (use-value)
of man. Value, in this sense, ne essarily implies ex hanges, ri hes
do not.
And:
Ri hes (use-value) are the attribute of man, value an attribute of
ommodities. A man or a

ommunity is ri h, a pearl or a diamond

is valuable . . . . A pearl or a diamond is valuable as a pearl or
70
diamond.
The s ene plays out within the spell of the fetish (or as a play within a
play) and it does give rise to the suspi ion, whi h Derrida voi es, that
69 [Hegel 1977℄ at 910; [Hegel 1807℄ at 22.
70 [Marx 1976℄ at 177; [Marx 1873℄ at 97. The e onomists
theory of value. They are parti ular

ited reje t Ri ardo's

ases, for Marx, of getting things wrong as regards

value, use-value and ex hange value. Ri ardo's followers, Marx notes, are unable to
make a
rst

onvin ing response to the

riti ism of him made by the (unnamed) author

ited and S. Bailey (the author of the se ond

itation) for the familiar reason that

they do not nd in Ri ardo's work any elu idation of the internal
value and the form of value, or ex hange value (ibid n.38; n.36).

onne tion between
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Marx puts words into the mouths of

ommodities only then to
71
I am not

the e onomist naively reprodu es this  tive spee h.

laim that
lear what

Derrida is aiming at, but he seems to by-pass just that whi h I wish to
dwell on: the problemati

`obje tivity' of fetish phenomena. What these

ommodities say is that use-value does not belong to us as things (Er

kommt uns ni ht als Dingen zu )

and the thing-ness of

just that whi h their form, their double

ommodities is

hara ter both

dissembles. That this thing-ness, this `obje tivity' is

not

onstitutes and
the `obje tivity'

of value, that it plays between two senses of `obje tivity' and in this
mis hievous play, plays up with these senses is the point. The hyperbole of
their spee h, the extravagan e of linen in asso iation with a

oat revealing

its thoughts in language with whi h it alone is familiar positions Marx,
outside the `world of

ommodities', as de- ipherer of a

ode written by

sensuous, pra ti al human a tivity in the spa e of its own in omplete
intentionality. That it, this

ode, this spee h, is thus written; that it is

not of Marx's sole authoring; that there is an `obje tivity' in all this whi h
Marx wants to get at and bind into a transformable present is the point
I wish to hold on to. It is

an

obje tivity of illusion; an instantiation of

su h obje tivity in the so ial realm. It is not

the

obje tivity of illusion in

the sense it whi h Hegel takes su h obje tivity, produ t of
existing in

all

ideas,

on epts, and

ategories, as a

intelligibility from whi h a s ien e of logi
The

laim that the

laim that Hegel makes for his

ategories of metaphysi s. It supposes a method that

is internal to the task in hand whi h is to tra e a

and onstitutive/produ tive
(or

ontradi tions

a prin iple of
72
be omes possible.

ode is not, trivially, of Marx's sole authoring is,

in one dimension, the same implausible
derivation of the

logos,

ounter-epistemology)

73

ontradi tion driven

dynami , and that within an epistemology
whi h admits subje t-obje t intera tion in

the produ tion of knowledge.

Capital

is for the working

lass whi h, in Marx's politi al thought, is

lass, the

the `subje t of history'. These rst
71 Cp. [Derrida 1994℄ at 157f.
72 That totalisation in Hegel's
his absolute idea, holds his logi

is written from a standpoint that

hapters of

Capital

however have the

ase, undermining as it does, literal readings of

open; makes his logi al foundation, unlike Kant's, a

foundation that does not justify and so attempt to

onserve, existing knowledge that

is presumed omplete and perfe t. Cf. [Nan y 2002℄ esp. at 19f and 66f.
73 For a sket h of the epistemologi al dimension of Hegel's Phenomenology `standpoint of absolute knowing' and its relation to his Logi

see [Kerruish 2006℄ at 33.
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of being subje tless in

ommodity the subje t of his

that

sense of

hapter, Marx here

no less than Hegel there, is engaged with the agen y of forms in knowing
and knowledge: logi al forms for Hegel; forms that have emerged as the
onventionally established

ategories of

lassi al politi al e onomy (value,

use-value, ex hange-value) for Marx. And just as Hegel's

Logi

is intended

to be an organon or tool for the produ tion of obje tive insights, Marx's
74
theory of value is intended as a tool of e onomi analysis.
In both ases
then the task at hand is pra ti al-theoreti al, reliant on a method (as well
75
as presupposing an epistemi standpoint), although not justied by it.
In reading Hegel's Idea as a demiurgos outside the system Marx seems
not to re ognise this dimension in Hegel's approa h, even as his own approa h, relative to the dierent

ontexts of the two endeavours and a

orresponding dieren e in methods employed, has that same dimension.
Given foundational

laims made in both enterprises, this perhaps gives

the sense of inversion whi h Marx intends. That is to say, for Marx, Hegel's logi al foundation is subje t to

all

forms of human

his,

Marx's foundational

laim: that

ons iousness, s ien e, art, philosophy, law, religion

are founded on the mode of produ tion of material life. Su h totalisations or universal quanti ations are notoriously tri ky. But
Marx's foundational
the

in prin iple

laim is no less open than Hegel's (minus of

ourse

onstrual of the absolute idea as a demiurgos). `In prin iple': that is

if Marx, unlike his Marxist followers, is

not

read as ex luding his own

thought from the range of appli ability of his foundational thesis. That is
why, at the outset, I suggested that the nineteenth

entury paradigm of

s ien e that Marx is thinking within, has only so mu h for e. It is then,
rather the suspi ion of something like a

tertium non datur

being applied

to a question of material or ideal foundations that is hard to dispel. The
satire of ensouled

ommodities, read as a

redu tio, is a reje

tion of Hegel's

logi al diale ti . To that extent I agree with Althusser's arguments for a
76
radi al break between Marx and Hegel.
It takes shape here, as Marx
makes his own abstra t beginning with a logi
74 Cf. [Burkitt 1984℄ at 54f.
75 Cf. [Rose 1981℄ at 24f for an a

of

apital, and indeed with

ount of neo-Kantian inuen es in the emergen e

of Marxist so iology; on the role of method in Hegel's Logi

on whi h however I do not

follow her, see ibid at 201.
76 I am un onvin ed by Althusser's substitution of Spinoza for Hegel as Marx's
only dire t an estor ([Althusser and Balibar 1970℄ at 102). Whether one is better o
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the insisten e that the

ommodity is `rst of all' to be taken as an ex-

ternal, physi al obje t, although Marx knows well that a ` ell-form' is a
on ept rea hed by abstra tion.
I want then to lead that break ba k into dierent ideas of abstra tion
or

on ept formation. From early to late Marx reje ts Hegel's

tivierte Ausageform,

substan-

the abstra tion or obje ti ation whereby a pred-

i ate is turned into a substantive whi h an then take the pla e of a
77
grammati al subje t.
It is Hegel's way of bra keting out `the nature
of things' and

onstru ting a purely logi al realm, within whi h thought
78
onfronts only itself.
Set rmly against this move, Marx refuses a dis-

tin tion between logi al and histori al
value or validity in s ienti

on epts. It is a reje tion of the

dis ourse of the arti ed

onstru tion of a

realm of pure thought. The very abstra t beginning of

Capital

onsideration of the agen y of forms is, as a logi , the logi

with its

of a dis ourse

(politi al e onomy) whi h is itself, for Marx, the produ t of histori ally
hanging so ial relations of produ tion. Yet formal logi

is also in play,

willy nilly, whatever Marx thought of it as a s ien e; whether he saw
his reje tion of Hegel's logi

as an armation of the

or whether he thought formal logi

lassi al paradigm

largely irrelevant to his s ien e. It is

in play, regulating reasoning and, at least by default, the `it' is
logi

lassi al

with its authorisations and permissions regarding assumptions and

its in ontrovertible laws of thought. The dynami al dimension of Marx's
thought

omes from his standpoint of viewing the e onomi

with a Spinozisti

Marx rather than an Hegelian Marx when it

and politi s of Marxism is not my question.
77 He a tually uses this devi e in the se tion on

formation of

omes to the ethi s

ommodity fetishism, where fol-

lowing the analogy with religion, the text moves into explanatory mode. The following
very literal translation whi h does not follow the verb

hange in the English transla-

tion from a ts pra ti ally to appears in pra ti e brings it out. Only within their
ex hange, [do℄ the produ ts of work re eive a so ially equal obje tivity with regard to
value whi h is separated from their per eptibly dierent obje tivity with regard to use.
This splitting of the produ t of work into a useful thing and a value-thing only

omes

to a t pra ti ally (betätigt si h nur praktis h) when ex hange has already attained

su ient extension and importan e, so that useful things are produ ed for ex hange,
[and℄ the value- hara ter of the things itself therefore already
with their produ tion (my emphasis; [Marx 1873℄ at 87;

omes into

onsideration

p. [Marx 1976℄ at 166). I

have puzzled about that but, unable to determine whether it is a

ons ious play or a

standard use of the German language of the times, have had to let it be.
78 See further [Kerruish 2006℄ at 35.
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so iety as a pro ess of natural history and that in turn is embedded in his
narrative. There is then nothing to liberate the
freedom from the

on epts of ne essity and

ultural narrative Marx thinks within, nothing

Marx's very own analyti

ex ept

endeavour and it is just this that gives out when

he takes ight to the misty realm of religion.
One will lose Marx's whole analyti

endeavour with its ` ontradi -

tion' between private produ tion and so ial ex hange together with the
modal shift from analysis of what the double form of the

ommodity is

to what it does to the disaster of the analogy with religion and its nar79
rative unless these formal logi al onsiderations are aired.
They must
however be

omplemented by asking what the analyti

to if one is not merely to shift the appli ation
tertium non datur from ontology to formal logi . It
out

endeavour gives

of a dubious use of
annot be, Marx has

said, in statement or armation of his presupposition, natural properties
of

ommodities that

onstitute their value. It

the relation between

annot be, I would say, that

lassi al and non- lassi al logi s is determined by a

lassi al logi al prin iple; not at least if one is attempting to reason oth80
Certainly, it is here, on a question of formal logi that I revise
erwise.
Marx. It seems to me that he does not

ome to this question be ause he is

barred from it by his break with Hegel. That is the sense in whi h I have
said that Marx

annot

It is, I think, equally

a

ept thought itself as being at odds with itself.

lear that it is to the politi al and (anti-)religious

normativity of his thought, that the analyti

endeavour gives out.

As I have said, all is not lost thereby so far as Marx's s ienti
is

on erned. The

work

osts will lie elsewhere. The text shifts to explanation,

keeping its grip on the a tuality of the

Quidproquo, holding the passionate

belief in the unreasonableness of this a tuality in the keeping of saying
how and why it

omes to this a tuality. I do not think Marx errs in leading

that ba k into so ial pra ti es of ex hange in politi al e onomies with the
venerable institution of private ownership of the means of produ tion.
79 The notion of `formal logi al' used here diers from that
logi ' whi h Hegel

onsidered a heap of dead bones. That logi

gone though its pla e as san tied

anon of reason is held today by rst order,

logi . Taught in standard introdu tions to logi
enough to enhan e or as a
of a ademi

institutions'

ognate to the `formal

is pretty mu h dead and

as the logi

lassi al

of ` orre t inferen e', often

ourse in ` riti al thinking' it seems to me to be not the least
ontribution to stiing both interest in and

about formal logi .
80 For onsiderations going to this

riti al thinking

laim see [Kerruish and Petersen 2006℄ at 79f.
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I think rather that a justied fo us of

ritique based on the per eption

of stru tural tension between so ial being as being for others and private
produ tion as produ tion in isolation from other produ ers has been made
hostage to a shoddy analogy and a prejudi ed naming. That this takes
pla e on the basis of an histori al narrative Marx shares, even inherits
from Hegel is less ironi

than bitter. I shall

ome ba k to that and to the

thinking of freedom and ne essity asso iated with it very shortly. I want
rst to add a few words in defen e of my

laim that all is not lost thereby.

Marx would not be Marx had he not reje ted Hegel's logi al diale ti
and seen in the expressions of ex hange-value a similarly mystied expression. The fetish

hara ter of the

ommodity as an instantiation of the

obje tivity of illusion in the so ial realm would not have been written up.
The insight of the form of universality falling over produ tion relations
themselves and in enabling a s ien e also

on ealing its limitations would
81
of a dis ourse

not have been arti ulated. The engagement with the logi

(or system, situation, eld, text, institution) whi h is Marx's engagement
in these early

hapters of

Capital

would be la king.

There is a gap between an imagined or

onstru ted realm of pure

thought and the so ial realm whi h Marx presupposes. No doubt that
gap is as imaginary or as arti ed as the realm of pure thought itself
and some say that

ommon sense and experimental s ien e get along

perfe tly well without burdening themselves with su h a realm and the
gap it opens. Marx to my mind is not of this persuasion and for that
reason a most enigmati

materialist. He imagines a new sovereignty and

an innite freedom based on human mastery of nature, on fully rational
82
ontrol of the realm of ne essity.
I have wondered at that, wondered
how on earth Marx

ould have imagined that humans might es ape the

in omplete intentionality of their a tions, most of all as regards their own
needs and desires. But any answer to that question whi h would not,
foolishly, treat Marx as a fool, would need to take up the subje tive side
81 The usage

ommuni ates a theoreti al sense of what must or does hold or

happen in the designated lo ation on a
It takes in the fetish- hara ter of the
ne essary phenomenon of

ount of the nature or stru ture of that lo ation.
ommodity as an obje tive, in the sense of

apitalist so ial relations

onsistently with the play between

the thing-sense and law-sense of `obje tivity' that Marx is onfronting.
82 Sket hed in the ited passage from the se tion on ommodity fetishism, this is
somewhat expanded towards the end of volume III of Capital ([Marx 1971℄ at 818f;
[Marx 1894℄ at 826f.
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of an interpenetrated subje tiveobje tive stru ture of human knowing
and being. I have taken up the side of obje tivity: an obje tivity that
plays between that said to be founded on laws of one type and another
and an obje tivity that is tied to external obje ts that are what they are
independent of human inter ourse with them in thinking and knowing.
That is evidently one-sided and partial. Its motivation, and my own
suspension of the politi al dimensions of Marx's thought is itself politi al.
The narrative that Marx brings to the so ial realm is the more easily denoun ed than displa ed and I see no point adding more denun iations in
the fa e of that. I rather follow Marx (against Marx) in saying that this
narrative and the
without its own

ons iousness it speaks out is not sheer, mere  tion

onditions of produ tion and reprodu tion in so ial rela-

tions and pra ti es. And further and still in a way, following Marx: what
it does, its justi atory fun tion as applied to the
is inseparable from their

rimes of

olonialism

ommission and repetition. Evidently I reje t

the analogy with religion. As tting the narrative it is impli ated in it.
As imposed by the narrative on Marx's formal

on eptualisation of the

so ial realm, it removes the sense of fetish phenomena from the double
hara ter of the

ommodity. But it is not that I do not have my own

normative point. I am hoping to persuade my reader that, in addition
to

ounter-narratives,

ritiques and de onstru tive arguments, plays and

performan es, theory needs to pursue logi al/metaphysi al issues against
the justi atory fun tion of a narrative that does not go away. S ien e, a
dis ourse or form of knowing that gets the name of obje tive knowledge
be ause it is a powerful instrument of
en e of logi

hange is part of that hope. A s i-

Hegelian in spirit, mathemati al in reasoning and tools, that

investigates the very notion of `obje tivity' that, to my mind, imbues and
redeems the idea of the fetish

hara ter of the

ommodity, opens a realm

of investigation that takes the pla e of Marx's analogy.
In sum: my argument is that in reje ting Hegel's logi al diale ti ,
Marx wittingly/unwittingly disarms himself in the fa e of his own apprehension of that very ex ess of thought that haunts logi s of the understanding. He disarms himself of the question Hegel asked, however
obs urely, of those laws of thought that were on e thought, by logi ians,
philosophers and mathemati ians alike to be unquestionable. It rests on
the broader

ontention that the substitution or

Quidproquo

names fetishism is a parti ular instan e of a diale ti

that Marx

of form and

ontent
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whi h shows up in the antinomies, in ompleteness and unde idability results of twentieth

entury higher order logi

and set theory. The perfe tly

inno ent thing  sign, number, word, table  used daily without ever
giving anybody any trouble, is in no way inno ent. It es apes the
of ordinary use and ordinary language, dees
plays up, plays havo , not with

ontrol

onventions, ignores bans,

ommon sense, that withstands su h inor-

dina y, but with the unquestionability of `laws of thought'. It has another
hara ter, a
is used to

Doppelgänger.

al ulate and to

It is itself and it stands for something else. It
ode. It revels in ambiguity. It is the solid thing

at whi h we take our meals and it en odes distin tions of
and taste. One

an

in the realm of the symboli . One

an insist on

usemention and other ` onfusions'. One

ontrol and try banning

an take refuge in what some

seem to think is the earthly saviour of so ial theory,
and here one

How would that look as

as a tool of obje tive insights.

on erns legal theory? I have no program-

answer to this question. I

thesis to

ommon sense. Or,

an, in prin iple, be with both Marx and Hegel, seek to

fashion from it a tool, a theory or a logi
mati

onsumption

elebrate and make ne plays of all this, parti ularly

an only say that I would revise Marx's

ontend that fetish phenomena are a tual and reasonable/un-

reasonable, deferring its equivo ation into law's

laim to authoritative

determinations of right, into a question of law's reasonableness, and developing that to an idea of the wrong of law.
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